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ABSTRACT

Effortsin this period focussedon modificationof the breakup model to

accommodate detailed coal and coal mineral matter characterizationdata

availablefrom PSI (1988). Shakedownwork on the experimentalreactorwas

completed,as were the modificatior,s to the sizing apparatus,and the global

experimentshave begun.

Analysis and interpretation of detailed characterization data for

Beulah coal has allowed estimation of the loading and size distribution of

extraneous mineral matter, the mineral fraction of the coal as a function of

the coal size, and the mineral inclusion size distribution of the coal as a

whole. This information has been used in a modified Breakup model to

estimate the size distribution of flyash resulting from the combustion of

Beulah coal. These calculations suggest that both the degree of

fragmentation and inhomogeneity of the mineral matter dist_ibution may affect

the fine particle yield.

. The IsothermalReactor (ITR), the reactor to be used in the fundamental

experiments,has been successfullyfired with pulverizedcoal; and the laser

i_ diffraction particle sizer has been applied to measure the flyash size

distribution over the 0.5 to 50 micron size range of interest, lt has been

decided to perform the optical particle sizing measurements off-line on

extracted particulate samples in order to alleviate problems encountered in

shakedownof the apparatusincluding° particle _cumulation on the windows of

the sample cell; insufficientdiffractionsignal to the particle sizer; andz

loss of diffraction signal from the smallest particles due to internal

reflection in the lens.

In the next reporting period, Engineering Analysis efforts will

concentrate on investigating the effects of coal cleaning, and in the

Experimental Program the global experiments will continue.
_
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i. 0 INTRODUCTION

The overallobjectivesof this projectare to'

- providea basic understandingof the principalprocessesthat

govern fine particulate formation in pulverized coal flames

- develop procedures to predict the levels of emission of fine

particles from pulverized coal combustors

Particlesin the 0.5 to I0 micron size are of interest because"

I) A significantfractionof flyashgeneratedin the combustionof

pulverizedcoal falls in this size range.

2) Electrostaticprecipitatorsare least efficient in this size

range.

3) Particlesin this size range are most likely to penetrateto and

be depositedin the aveolarpassagesof the human lung.

4) Volatile toxic metals tend to concentrate on the surfaces of fine

particles.

5) lt is not clear which mechanisms contribute to formation of flyash

particles in this size range.

The project objective will be accomplishedthrough a combination of

literature research,experimentation,and model developmentand application.

The remainingtasks in this program include:

Task 2. EngineeringAnalysis

Task 3. ExperimentalProgram
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' Task 4. Reporting

This report describesthe work performed during the period from April

i, 1988 to September 30, 1988. Efforts in this period focussed on

modification of the breakup model to accommodatedetailed coal and coal

mineral matter cha_-acterizationdata available from PSI (1988) and on

shakedown of the experimental apparatus in preparation for the global

experiments.
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2.0 ENGINEERINGANALYSIS

The objective of this task is to modify an existingmodel to allow the

Formationof fine particulatein pulverizedcoal flames to be predictedas a

Functionof coal type and firingconditions. This objectivewill be

accomplishedin three subtasks:

- Initial Definition,in which a reviewof the current state-of-the-

art of modeling fine particulate formationwill be conducted and

the requirementsfor an improvedmodel will be defined.

- Model Adaptation and Development,in which the model outlined in

the initialdefinitionsubtaskwill be assembled.

- Data Interpretationand Scaling, in which the model will be

exercised against data generated in the experimental program to

help interpretand scale the data and to refine the model.

Efforts in this period were concentratedon the model adaptation and

developmentsubtask,specificallyon the adaptationof the breakupmodel.

2.1 BreakuI2

The breakup mechanism as described by Flagan (1978) has been used to

adequatelydescribe the size distributionof flyash particles larger than 2

microns. In its simplest form, as shown in equation 2-I, the breakupmodel

assumesthat each coal particlebreaks up into a certain number (typically3-

5) of burning char particles. The mineral inclusionsin each char particle

coalesce into a single flyash particle. The resulting flyash size

distributionis proportionalto the original coal size distributionwith the

proportionalityfactor determined by the fraction of ash in the coal, the

ratio of ash to coal density, and the number of char particles formed from

each coal particle.
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' n(dp)=p(p/ev)113nc[dp(Plev)I13] (2-I)

where: n is the flyash particlesize distribution

dp is the flyash particlediameter

p is the number of char particlesformed from each coal particle

ev is the volume fractionof ash in the coal

nc is the coal particlesize distribution

However, the breakup model in its traditional form tends to

underpredictthe smaller (0.5 2 micron)end of the size range of interest.

lt is possible that particles in this size range are formed by another

mechanism,or it is possiblethat particlesin the 0.5 to 2 micron size range

can be adequately described by a more complex form of the breakup model.

Equation 2-i has several simplifying assumptions which may lead to its

underpredictionof 0.5 to 2 micron particles:

I) Mineral inclusions are homogeneously distributed throughout the

coal.

2) The number of char particlesresultingfrom a single coal particle

is a constant, independent of fuel characteristics or flame

conditions.

3) The char particles resulting from the breakup of a single coal

particleare all of equal size.

Workers at the University of Kentucky and Foster Wheeler Development

Corporationhave performed detailed characterizationof several coals under

DOE Contract DE-AC22-86PCg0751administeredby PSl (1988). One of the most

extensively characterizedcoals to date has been Beulah lignite which has

been selected for study in this (EER's) program. Data are available on

mineral matter fraction and mineral inclusionsize distributionas a function

of coal size cut and coal float/sinkfraction.

Analysis and interpretationof this data has allowedestimationof:
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- the loadingand size distributionof extraneousmineralmatter_,

the mineralfractionof the coal as a functionof the coal siz!:._

- the mineral inclusionsize distributionof the coal as a whole.

These estimations are preliminary because certain assumptionswere maGe in

the interpretationOf the reporteddata, including:

- The coal size distribution,given on a Rosin Rammlergraph, cotld

be extrapolatedfrom 40 micronsto 5 microns, and the properties

of all coal and mineral matter in the minus 400 mesh (minus37

micron coal size cut were consistentthroughoutthe extrapolated

region.

- The minimumcoal particle size was 5 microns and the maximum coal

particlesize was 250 microns.

- The minimuminclusion particle sizewas 0.5 microns and the

maximum inclusionparticle size was 100 microns.

- The size and gravity fractionsreportedaccountedfor the

entire coal.

- Effectsof discrepanciesdue to interpretationerrors and data

inconsistenciescould be minimizedby normalization.

Based on the above characterizationof the as-fired coal, the breakup

model was applied to predict the size distribution resulting from the

combustionof Beulah coal under three extremecases:

I) The coal is homogeneous and the original breakup model applies. Each

coal particle forms a single char particle and the mineral matter in that

char particle coalesces to form a single ash particle. This is the classic
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breakupmodel with p:l and ev constant_ Resultsof this predictionare shown

in Figure 2-I along with the originalcoal size distribution.

2) Each coal particle forms a single char particle alndthe mineralmatter

in that char particle coalescesto form a single ash particle. This is the

classic breakup model with p:1, except that sv is no longer a constant,but

is input as a distribution which varies with coal particle size and

sink/floatfraction. Resultsof this predictionare shown in Figure 2-2. In

this prediction, the extraneous mineral matter is considered to retain its

original size distribution and the organically bound and included mineral

matter are assumed to be homogeneouslydistributedwithin a given coal size

fraction, lt should be noted that the extraneousmineral matter for this

coal contributes negligiblyto loading of flyash particles smaller than 10

microns.

3) Each coal particle breaks up into a large number of char particles

resulting in a single flyash particle for each mineral inclusion, lt is

assumed that the organically bound mineral matter coalesces with the

inclusions in proportionto the inclusionmass. Results of this prediction

are shown in Figure 2-3. The inclusionsize distributionis relativelyflat

in the 1-100 micron size range. More than half of the inclusions (and the

resultingflyash) fallin the fine particle (less than 10 micron) size range.

Results of the three calculations are compared in Figure 2-4. As

expected, the one ash particle per mineral inclusion calculation (Case 3)

results in the most fine particles. The distributionsresultingfrom the one

ash particleper coal particleassumptionas calculatedby the original (Case

I) and modified (Case 2) breakupmodels are generallysimilar to each other,

with a few significantdifferences. The modified breakup model predicts a

sharper peak at about 20 microns, but predicts somewhat broader taii: above

70 micronsand below 5 microns.

These calculations suggest that both the degree of fragmentationand

inhomogeneityof the mineralmatter distributionmay affect the fine particle

yield.
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Figure 2-2. Beulah flyash size distribution from modified breakup model

based on measured mineral matter distribution.
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' Future plans for the breakupmodel include:

Adaptation of the model to span the gap between the two

fragmentation extremes (no fragmentation and complete

fragmentation)using correlationsdeveloped based on data from the

fundamentalexperimentsand on predictionsfrom MIT's fragmentation

model (Sarofim,et al, 1988).,,

- Expansion of the capabilityof the model to handle inhomogeneous

mineral matter distributionsto account For inhomogeneitieswhich

must result when the coal (or char fragment) particle size

approachesthe mineral inclusionparticlesize.
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' 3.0 EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM

The experimentalportion of this project consists of a study of the

fundamentalmechanisms followedby a processsimulationstudy conductedat

bench-scale. Informationfrom both of these efforts will be correlatedwith

data obtained in _.notherprogram at three full scale boilers. .i

During this reporting period the modificationof the particle sizing

technique has been completed, as have the initial reactor tests. The _

following section presents a comprehensiveoverview of the sizing approach,

while the next s_.ctionidentifiesthe resultsof the initialreactort_sts,

3.1 Particle Sizing

The purpose of the particle sizing work is to develop a rapid and

reliable means of resolving coal ash particle size distributions. The

approach is to modify an existing laser diffraction apparatus. This

involve_ both theoretical and hardware oriented issues. During the past

period the theoretical issues involved in the modification nave been

resolved and the hardwareassembledand tested.

3,1.1 TheoreticalBackqround

The purpose of the following discussion is to outline the theory by ___

which the laser diffraction instrument operates. The implications of

reducing the size range can then be developed.

The scattering and absorption of light by particles is one of the

classical problems of physics. In general, the interaction of light with

solid particles or liquid droplets can come about through a number of

mechanisms. These include"

e Diffraction

e Refraction
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o Scatter via induceddipole moment

o Reflection.

To first principle, all of these processes are described by Maxwell's

equations. These equations were solved for the region within and near
;

spherical particles in 1908 to yield the Mie equations. The Mie equations

therefore pro',idea complete description of the interactionof light with

sphericalparticles, independentof wavelength.

The extreme complexityo_ the Mie equationshas led to the development

of si_,_plifiedforms that are appropriate for specialized cases. If the

particle is small relative to the _,avelength,then mest of the light

scattering is due to the induced dipole within the particle. This leads to

Rayleigh scattering. Of more practical importancefor the present case is

diffraction, which dominates when the particle is much larger than the

wavelength, Diffractioncan be thoughtof as arisingfrom the bendingof the

light around the edge of an obstruction. This leads both to scattering

(i.e., a char,ge in light direction from the original course) and to

interference(i.e., light scatteredfrom differentparticle surfaces may add

or interfere).

The Malvern instrument is generally based on diffraction.

Specifically,this is Frauhoferdiffraction,which is a simplificationwhich

results when the light approaching the particle is parallel, and the

scatteringis obtainedat distanceswhich are large relative to the particle

diameter. Figure 3-I illustrates the geometry that describes Fraunhofer

diffraction. The diffractionfrom the particlewill cause a patternto form

on the spherical screenwhich will consist of a central maximum and a series

of light and dark concentricrings. (Note that we exclude any non-diffracted

incident light. As shall be seen shortly, this exclusioncan be accomplished

by use of lenses.)

The maximum intensityoccurs at _ = 0 and is called Io. The diffracted

light at any angle can thus be represented as the product of Io and a
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Incident Light Spherical
(Parallel, monochromatic) Screen

Particle
(Diameter : d)

Figure 3-I. Conceptual setup for evaluating diffracted light intensity at any
angle m from the initial light direction.
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function that gives the shape of the scattering curve. For Frauhofer

diffractionthis is:

I(_) : lo[2J1(_dQ,l>,)]l(_d_/>,)]2 (3-I)

Here, _kis the light wavelength and j is the Bessel function of the first

kind of order one. The value of Io is related only to the incidenL light

intensity and wavelensth, and to the size of the particle. In general,

larger particles are characterizedby a higher Io and a narrower scattering
angle.

The Malvern instrumentmakes use of these scatteringproperties by the

configurationshown in Figure 3-2. A collimatedlaser beam falls on a lens.

The beam is focusedthrough a pinhole in the detector board which is located

one focal length behind the lens. The board is covered with an array of

circular detectors, each of which is located at a given radius from the

centerline. This setup allows undiffractedlight to be dumped into a light

trap. The particle shown in Figure 3-2 will exhibit a certain scattering

intensity vs. angle relationship. Let us say we which to characterizethe

intensity at 3° from centerline. Ray I and Ray 2 both emerge from the

particle at 3° from centerline. Ray I proceeds through the lens and strikes.

Diode 4 on the detector board. Ray 2 also goes through the lens and also

strikesDiode No. 4. Thus, the signal from Diode No. 4 will always represent

light that was scatteredat 3° from centerline. This means that the signal

from the variousdiodes can representthe I(_) vs. _ characteristicfor this

particle. If two particles are present in the field, the diode signal will

represent the sum of the scattering characteristicfor the two particles.

The followingfeaturessummarizethe opticalapproach.

e The diode signal is independentef the location of the scattering

particlewithin the field.

e The diode signal represents the sum of the scattering

characteristicsof all of the particleswithin the field.
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The instrument operates by (I) assuming a size distribution for the

particles, (2) calculating the expected scattering from the assumed

distribution, (3) comparingthe calculatedvs. measured scattering,and (4)

adjusting the assumed distribution. These steps are repeated iteratively

until the assumed particlesize distributionyields scatteringbehaviorwhich

matches the measured value.

The calculationof the scatteringfrom the assumed size distributionis

the key point, lt is accomplishedby use of the "T" matrix as follows•

- [TlX (3-2)

Here, X is a vector containingas members the assumedsize distribution,

as representedby mass fraction in each of the 16 size bins. The T-matrix

containselementswhich relate a seriesof scatteringangles against a series

of particle sizes. As an exampleconsider the situationin which only three

diodes are used and it is desired to resolve data into three particle size

"bins". The calculationthen has the form:

I[]E2 = T21 T22 T23 X2 (3-3)

T31 T32 T33J X3

Thus, the light energy onto EI, the inner diode, will be calculated as

follows'

Ei : TIIXI + TI2X2 + TI3X3 (3-4)

Since EI is made up of light scatteredto only one angle (or more correctly,

light scatteredto a small range of angles),then it is calculated by summing

the scattering contributionfrom each size class into that specific angle.

Thus, T11 represents the energy/unitmass of light scattered into the angle

associated with EI from particles of size class XI. The sum of the

contributionsfrom each size class will give the total amount of energy onto

Diode I.
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' The dynamic range of the instrument covers about two orders of

magnitude. Thus, a given configuration can, for example, resolve size

distributions between 5 and 500 microns. This two order of magnitude

resolutionband can be adjusted to any point within the range of 1.2 to 1800

microns by choice of lens focal length and by concurrent adjustmentof the

T-matrix. Thus, the simplisticapproach to resolving the 0.5 - I0 micron

size range would be to reduce the focal length of the lens to 26 mm, A

number of theoreticaland hardwareissuesmust be addressedto do this.

3.1.2 TheoreticalIssues

The He/Ne laser light used by the Malvern is 0.6328 microns in

wavelength. Thus, a 0,5 micron particle is well within the regime of

comparablewavelength vs. particle size. This requires the use of rigorous

Mie theory to calculate scattering characteristics. The first step is to

determine how the Mie calculations compare with those on which the Malvern

data reductionalgorithmis based in the 0.5-10 micron range.

Diffraction is essentially independent of the composition of the

particle. With Mie scattering, however, the induced dipole moment of the

particle begins to assume importance. Thus, the calculationsrequire an

assumed value of the complex index of refraction (n - m - iK) for the coal

ash. The value of m is normally about 1.55, while the value for K varies

with both ash compositionand wavelength. We have elected to treat K as a

parameterwhich is allowed to range between 0 and 0.4. As the Mie equations

are complex and extremely laborious to evaluate, a Mie code at the

University of California - Irvine was used to develop the plots contained

here.

Figure 3-3 compares the I/Io vs. angle characteristicfor Fraunhoferand

Mie scattering. The plot shows that the _ of the energy vs. angle

characteristicfor these small particles is only minimally affected by the

use of the more rigorous and complexMie equations. The change represents

only a few percent, which is well within the error associated with the
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various experimental parameters, Thus, no alteration of the shape of' the
scattering characteristic need be considered.

Figure 3-4, however, brings up two problems. This is a plot of the

total power scattered pev' particle, which may be thought of as being

proportional to I o. The apparent deviation between Mie and Fraunhofer is

significant on this log scale, In absolute terms, this figure shows that the

smaller particles scatter more efficiently (by a factor of 2-3) than they

would based on a strictly Fraunhofer calculation. This is a consequence of

the fact that in the Mie range the particles both diffract and emit due to

their dipole moment. This means that the results will be a least somewhat

dependent on the choice of value for index of refraction. The second

difficulty is that signal detection becomes increasingly difficult below !

micron. Thus, a 0.5 micron particle scatters only about I0 percent of the

energy as a 1.0 micron particle when exposed to the same incident light flux,

Given a "reasonable" ash size distribution, this problem is mitigated by the

fact that the number density for the smaller particles will be much higher

than that for the larger particles. Thus, if Figure 3-4 is replotted on a

total energy scattered basis rather than on an energy/particle basis, tile
curve will be much more horizontal.

In summary, the theoretical portion of the approach contains the
following elements:

e Change the geometry of the receiving apparatus such that the higher

angles associated with the smaller particles can be accommodated by

the optics.

i Alter the software to accommodate the increased scattering inten-

sity from the small particles (relative to the Fraunhofer level).

lt is key to note that Malvern has introduced Mie considerations into the T-

matrix for the shorter focal length lenses, The results are insensitiveto

index of refraction (e.g., see Figure 3-4 for sizes above about I micron).

Pure Fraunhoferis includedonly for focal lengthsat or above 600 mm_
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3.1,3 _odificationADDro_ch

"Theoriginal approach was to place the sample _e!'1in front of the

collection lens, and use a short focal length lens as a means of collecting

the widely scattered light. A number of problemswere associatedwith this

approach:

o At these short focal lengths, only a short samplecell can be

accommodated, This limits the amount of material that can be

characterizedat any one time.

e The high angles associated with the proposed configuration

introducedcoma distortion into the scatteringresult. Coma comes

about when parallellight beams arriving at differentpoints on the

lens face are focusedto differentpoints on the focal plane, 'This

aberrationis easily correctedin commercial35 mm lenses,but only

at the price of a substantialreduction in f-number,which renders

the lens inappropriatef'orthe presentneeds.

'i

One means around this is to locate,the sample cell behind the lens. As shown

inFigure 3-5, the converging light from the lens interacts with the thin

samP:leholder to yield the same scatteringresult as occurredwhen the sample
, i ,

was.';placedbefore the lens, The size range is then selectedby adjustingthe

distti_cebetween the sample ce'lland the detector ("f" on the figure). Note

that the entire arrangementis independentof the focal length of the lens.

', _,

'Tho'principaldifficultywith this approachwas the lack of sensitivity

associE_T,ed with the thin sample cell. Under reasonable coal loading

conditions, not enough sample was present to yield an adequate signal. A

seconda;ryproblemwas the difficultyin keepingthe windows clean.

A single solution to all of the difficulties of dirty windows,

inadequate signal, and special lenses was developed. This solution is to

perform the optical particle sizing measurements off-line on extracted

particle samples. The samples are resuspendedin a surfactantsolution
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Figure 3-5. Opticalconfigurationfor sample cell between lens and detector.
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' designed to eliminate agglomeration. Since the concentration of the

particlescan be controlledindependently,the sensitivitythresholdproblems

are eliminated. By mounting the sample cell between the lens and the

detector, the requirementsfor a special lens are avoided. Finally, if the

system is mounted vertically, as shown in Figure 3-6, then only a lower

transparent window is needed; the upper surface can be exposed to the

ambient. Lastly,since settlingwithin the samplecell can occur only in the

verticaldirection, the settlingthat occurs during analysiswill not effect

either the amount of material within the measurementvolume, or its size

distribution.

This approach has been implemented and tested on well sized limestone

samples with good results. The ability to rapidly collect samples, suspend

t_lem, and obtain results will preserve the rapid turnaround goal, while

meeting the objectives of high resolution in the targeted size distribution.

One final hardware oriented correction has been incorporatedinto the

data reduction algorithm. Figure 3-7 shows the pathway associatedwith an

individuallight beam in the present sampling arrangement. The diffraction

of the light will not be affectedby the fact that the surroundingmedium is

water or air. Thus, the light intensityvs. angle characteristicwill be the

same in both water and air. The difficultyarises when the diffractedlight

is refracted upon passing through the water/air interface. As shown on the

figure, light scattered at 30o from the axis will be shifted to about 42o

upon passing through the interface. If the holder is located at the nominal

26 mm from the detector, this light, which would otherwise strike the

outermost diode, would miss the entire array. This can be corrected to

first order by moving the sample cell to 16 mm from the detector. This will

ensure that the light scatteredfrom the particle at 30" will be intercepted

by the outsidedetector.

3.2 Shakedown

The IsothermalReactor (ITR), the reactor to be used in the fundamental

experiments,has been successfullyfired with pulverizedcoal; and the laser
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diffraction particle sizer has been applied to measure the flyash size

distributionover the 0.5 to 50 micron size range of interest.

In the fundamental experiments, coal is injected into hot combustion

gas provided by a precombustoras shown in Figure 3-8. The original plan

called for injecting the coal into a combustion gas with an oxygen

concentration representativeof post-flame concentrationsin a coal fired

boiler. When this was attemptedin the ITR, the coal consumed a significant

amount of the available oxygen, and insufficientoxygen remained to allow

complete burnout of the coal. This problem was resolved by operating the

precombustorto provide a combustiongas of a higher oxygen concentration,

Under these conditions,the additionaloxygen consumed by the injected coal

brought the postflame oxygen concent,ration down to levels typical of coal-

fired boilers, Also, the off-line analysis particle size allows the coal

flow rate to be reduced to a lower level so that high oxygen demand is

avoided and adequate samplingsensitivityis still available. Adequate coal

burnoutwas observed under these conditions.

Under this experimentalformat the global experimentshave begun. The

first variable is oxygen concentrationon Utah coal at 1100°C.
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4,0 FUTUREWORK

In the next reporting period, Engineering Analysis efforts will

concentrate on investigating the effects of coal cleaning, and in the

ExperimentalProgramthe global experimentswill be performed.
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ABSTRACT

Effortsin this period focussedon modificationof the breakupmodel to

accommodate detailed coal and coal mineral matter characterizationdata

available from PSI (1988). Shakedownwork on the experimentalreactor was

completed,as were the modificationsto the sizing apparatus,and the global

experimentshave begun.

AnalysisI and interpretationof detailed characterization data for

Beulah coal has allowed estimation of the loading and size distributionof

extraneousmineralmatter, the mineral fractionof the coal as a functionof

the coal siza, and the mineral inclusionsize distributionof the coal as a

whole. This information has been used in a modified Breakup model to

estimate the size distributionof flyash resultingfrom the combustion of

Beulah coal. These calculations suggest that both the degree of

fragmentationand inhomogeneityof the mineralmatterdistributionmay affect

the fine particleyield.

The IsothermalReactor (ITR), the reactorto be used in the fundamental

experiments,has been successfullyfired with pulverizedcoal; and the laser

diffractionparticle sizer has been applied to measure the flyash size

distributionover the 0.5 to 50 micron size range of interest, lt has been

decided to perform the optical particle sizing measurements off-line on

extractedparticulatesamples in order to alleviateproblems encountered in

shakedownof the apparatus including:particleaccumulationon the windows of

the samplecell; insufficientdiffractionsignalto the particle sizer; and

loss of diffractionsignal from the smallest particles due to internal

reflectionin the lens.

In the next reporting period, Engineering Analysis efforts will

concentrateon investigating the effects of coal cleaning, and in the

ExperimentalProgramthe global experimentswill continue_
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